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What	does	Nucl.	Phys.	study?	
1-Nuclei	and	their	properties
2-Their	interactions	

How	to	achieve	that?
- Making	nuclear	reactions.
- Creating	models	for	structure	
and	reactions	to	be	checked	
upon	experimental	data
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Today	exit	about	
300	stable
3000	unstable
nuclei	
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Light exotic nuclei
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q Exotic nuclei (static effects)

q Exotic nuclei (dynamic effect)

q Exotic nuclei fusion measurement

anomalous feature
weakly-bound 
strong cluster configuration, 
extended spatial distribution

influence on reaction process 
couplings continuum states (breakup):

Fusion
Elastic scattering

anomalous feature
weakly-bound 
strong cluster configuration, 
extended spatial distribution

influence on reaction process 
couplings continuum states (breakup):

Fusion
Elastic scattering

weakly-bound, proton and neutron 
halos

q Exotic nuclei (static effects)

q Exotic nuclei (dynamic effect)

q Exotic nuclei fusion measurement

Investigation of fusion induced by exotic nuclei is important to:

q Understand the role of nuclear structure in fusion mechanism.

q Understand the sub-barrier mechanism for astrophysics and superheavy element production.
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6He 8He 11Li

Cluster structure

Halo structure

Borromean ring =  Symbol of 
Borromean family Castle 
near Maggiore lake  Italy.

Borromean structure

Light exotic nuclei

9Be = a + a + n
6He = a + n + n
8He = 6He + n + n

11Li = 9Li + n + n
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Light exotic nuclei

15N stable 15C exotic, neutron-rich (drip-line) 

Exotic nuclei
8B = 7Be+p         (0.137 MeV)
6He = a + 2n       (0.973 MeV)
11Li = 9Li + 2n     (0.369 MeV)
11Be = 10Be+n      (0.502 MeV)
15C  =  14C+n       (1.218 MeV)

Weakly bound nuclei
7Be = a + 3He     (1.587 MeV)
8He = 6He + 2n    (2.140 MeV)
9Be = 8Be + n      (1.665 MeV)
6Li = a + d          (1.474 MeV)
7Li  = a + t           (2.467 MeV)
8Li  = 7Li + n        (2.032 MeV)

Tightly bound nuclei
16O = 12C + a (7.192 MeV)
10B = 6Li + a (4.461 MeV)
11B = 7Li + a (8.664 MeV)
12B = 11B+n       (3.370 MeV)
10C = 8Be+2p    (3.821 MeV)

Extended matter distribution

Nucleon distribution

Low binding energy
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Fusion of tightly bound nuclei

Detection 
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Theoretical estimation
• Potential Scattering approach
• Fusion is not a channel 
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Theoretical estimation
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Intrinsic states
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• Potential Scattering approach 
(almost never works)

Alternative?
• Coupled Channels (inelastic, 

rearrangement)
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Collisions of weakly nuclei (different fusion 
processes)

�ICF = �ICF1
+ �ICF2

�TF = �CF + �ICF
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�CF = �DCF + �SCF

Other processes: elastic scattering, quasi-elastic scattering, transfer reactions, quasi-
fission, deep inelastic, fission, break-up triggered by transfer .
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q Does the BU channel enhance or suppress the fusion cross section? 

q Enhanced or suppressed related to what ? (Single barrier penetrability)

q Is the effect on complete fusion (σCF) or on total fusion (σTF= σCF + σICF)?

q Is effect on different energy regimes (below and above barrier ) the same ? 

q Is the effect on different target mass regions the same?

q Is the effect on proton rich and neutron rich projectile the same?

Important questions

Review Papers

q Does the BU channel enhance or suppress the fusion cross section? 

q Enhanced or suppressed related to what ? (Single barrier penetrability)

q Is the effect on complete fusion (σCF) or on total fusion (σTF= σCF + σICF)?

q Is effect on different energy regimes (below and above barrier ) the same ? 

q Is the effect on different target mass regions the same?

q Is the effect on proton rich and neutron rich projectile the same?
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Procedures	used	to	answer:	“Enhancement	
or	suppression	in	relation	to	what?

a) Comparison of data with theoretical predictions.
b) Comparison of data for weakly and tightly bound systems.

(reduction of x-sect is mandatory => UFF method!!
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Finding CF and ICF cross section is a great 
challenge (both for experimentalists and theorists)

• sCF absorption of all projectile charge  ( 11Be = 10Be +n)
• Most  experiments determine only sTF
• Individual sCF and/or sICF have been measured for some 

particular stable P-T combinations:

Some examples: 6Li:  B = 1.47 MeV
7Li:  B = 2.45 MeV 
9Be: B = 1.65 MeV  

6,7Li + 209Bi, 159Tb, 124Sn, 197Au

9Be + 208Pb, 197Au

Experiment:
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Projectiles of two-fragment

Theory ( quantum mechanic):

Difficulty:
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Continuous energy levels Infinite set of equations
(even with truncation)

V(r,R) = V1(r1) + V2(r2)

Vj(rj) = Uj(rj)� iWj(rj), j = 1, 2
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Solution: discretize the continuum
{'"} =) {'i}
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Reduces  to a standard  CC  problem,
(finite number  of coupled equations)

CDCC method with bins (or pseudo-states)
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The continuum expansion of Eq. (8) included bins gen-
erated by scattering states of the 3H - 4He system with
orbital angular momenta l = 0, . . . , lmax (1/2 ! j ! lmax +
1/2) and collision energies from zero to a cutoff energy !max.
The bins were generated by the equation,

u"l" j" (r) =
!

d! #" (!)u!l" j" (r), (47)

where u!l" j" (r) is the radial wave function in a scattering state
with collision energy !, angular momentum quantum numbers
l", j" , and #" (!) is a weight function concentrated around the
energy !" . In the present paper we discretize the continuum in
the energy space using bins with constant values within some
interval around !" . Weight functions of this kind either in the
energy or in the momentum space are commonly used in the
literature [48–51]. The weight functions were given by

#" (!) = 1
"

$"

, if !(+)
" " !" " !(!)

"

= 0, otherwise. (48)

Above, !(±)
" = !" ± $"/2 are the limits of the interval.

The bins must cover the whole energy interval from zero
to !max. That is, the upper limit of the "th bin !" + $"/2
should coincide with the lower limit of the subsequent bin
!"+1 ! $"+1/2.

The locations and widths of the bins depend on the reso-
nance structure of the projectile. In the absence of resonances,
good convergence can be achieved using bins with $ " 1 !
2 MeV or even larger than this. To increase the speed of the
numerical calculations, the number of bins can be reduced
using broader bins as ! approaches !max. The situation is
more complicated in the presence of sharp resonances. Then,
it is necessary to use, at least, one narrow bin in the res-
onance region. The meshes for angular momenta with and
without resonances are represented in Fig. 2. For l = 3, j% =
7/2!, where there is a sharp resonance at !res = 2.16 MeV
with $exp = 0.093 MeV (see Table I), we used the mesh
represented in panel (a). The region below the resonance is
composed four bins of "0.5 MeV, and the resonance was
covered by a single bin of width 0.2 MeV. Above the reso-
nance, we used three bins of width "2 MeV. For l = 3, j% =
5/2! there is a broader resonance at !res = 4.21 MeV with
$exp = 0.88 MeV (see Table I). Then, we adopted the mesh
represented in panel (b). Below the resonance, we used seven
bins with "$ = 0.5 MeV. The resonance region, between
3.5 and 5 MeV, was covered by three bins of about the same
width, and the region between 5 and 8 MeV was covered by a
bin of 1 MeV and a bin of 2 MeV. Finally in the remaining
cases, where there are no resonances, the continuum was
discretized with four bins of $ = 1.5 MeV and one bin of
$ = 2.0 MeV as shown in panel (c).

We got very good convergence in our calculations using
!max = 8 MeV and lmax = 3h̄. This is illustrated in Figs. 3–
6, which show cross sections of the 7Li + 209Bi system for
different values of !max and lmax. The main body of the figures
shows cross sections on the logarithmic scales, whereas the in-
sets show results on linear scales. In this way, the convergence
below and above the barrier can be easily assessed. Inspecting

FIG. 2. Discretization of the continuum of 7Li [panel (a)] and
7Li [panel (b)]. The narrower bins in the resonances regions are
represented in light blue.

Fig. 3, one concludes that the convergence of &CF for !max =
8 MeV is excellent. The cross section can hardly be distin-
guished from the one obtained with the higher cutoff value of
!max = 10 MeV. Even for !max = 6 MeV, the convergence is

FIG. 3. Convergence of &CF with respect to !max.
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• Project angular momentum

• Solve CC equations, get S-matrices and radial w.f.

=)
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- Indirect calculation:

- Direct calculation using radial wave functions

Calculation of fusion cross sections
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⇡
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Fusion Estimations: classical picture

Hagino et al., NPA 238, 475 (2004), Dasgupta et al., PRC 66, 041602 (2002), 

• Classical picture with stochastic 
parameters. 

16
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Fusion Estimations: semi-classical models
* Marta et al., PRC 89, 034625 (2014), Kolinger et al., PRC 98, 044604 (2018)

17

• Classical trajectory
• Intrinsic dynamic: time 

dependent Schrodinger 
equation 

• Fusion: tunnelling trough the  
barrier 
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The method of Hagino, Vitturi, Dasso
and Lenzi (HVDL) Hagino et al., PRC 61, 037602 (2000)

A. Diaz-Torres and I. J. Thompson, PRC 65, 024606 
(2002). 

• P-T imaginary potential ( instead of W(1) + W(2) )

Then,

Or,

Contributions from
from bound channels

From continuum  channels (bins)

W (R, r) = W 1(r1) +W 2(r2) ! W (R) = W↵�↵,↵0

�TF =
k

E

NX

↵=1

h ↵ |W↵ | ↵i =
NX

↵=1

�↵

�TF = �B + �C

With �B =
k

E

X

↵ ✏ bound

h ↵ |W↵ | ↵i

And �C =
k

E

X

↵ ✏ cont.

h ↵ |W↵ | ↵i 18
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11Be (10Be-n) + 208Pb

Works fine !

Basic Assumption:

Limitation: works for a fragment much heavier than the other

19

�CF = �B ,�ICF = �C
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7Li (4He- 3H) + 209Bi

Does not work !

Basic Assumption:

Limitation: works for a fragment much heavier than the other

20

�CF = �B ,�ICF = �C
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Indirect determination of CF using the 
spectator model*

* Lei and Moro, PRL 122, 042503 (2019) 

�R = �CF + �inel + �EBU + �(1)
NBU + �(2)

NBU
<latexit sha1_base64="ZVI4OCxnYARNIDg2/JaxO01x+Zo=">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</latexit>

• sR : from CDCC calculation or opt. model analysis
• sinel :from standard CC calculation (only bound channels)
• sEBU : from CDCC calculation:
• sNEB1 ,sNEB2 : from inclusive spectator- participant model 

(IAV)

Extract sCF from the relation:

21
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Quantum mechanical methods

1. Indirect determination of CF using the spectator model*

* Lei and Moro, PRL 122, 042503 (2019) 

Nice model, … but cannot evaluate ICF 22
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Other methods found in the literature

23

• S. Hashimoto et al., Prog. Theor. Phys. 122, 1291 (2009): Radial integrals of the
imaginary potentials with CDCC w.f.s over the coordinates of the fragments, r1 and
r2. They picked contribution from proper regions to determine individual cross
sections for each fusion process. ICF the neutron and the proton in the d + 7Li
collision.

• M. Boseli and Diaz-Torres, JPG 41 (2014) 094001, PRC 92 (2015) 044610: Used
position projection operators to describe the time-evolution of wave packets. Used
to estimate CF and ICF cross sections for the 6Li +209Bi system. The method is
promising but so far it has not been used in realistic calculations involving weakly
bound projectiles.

• V.V. Parkar et al., PRC 94, 024606 (2016): Performed separate CDCC calculations
with short-range W to determine CF, ICF, TF (no self-consistent) 6,7Li +209Bi,198Pt

J. Lubian FRIB2022, 9 -20 May, MSU-USA



A new QM method to evaluate CF and ICF*
(Based on the HVDL method, but with abs. of each fragment)

Instead of absorption of the cm of the projectile:

Individual absorption of each fragment:

Assumption:

* J. Rangel, M. Cortes, J. Lubian, LFC ( Phys. Let. B, 803- 2020 )

W (R, r) = W 1(r1) +W 2(r2) ! W (R) = W↵�↵,↵0

W (R, r) = W 1(r1) +W 2(r2), W↵,↵0 6= W↵

W i does not connect spaces B and C

24

M. R. CORTES et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 102, 064628 (2020)

Appendix. Following Refs. [26,27,39], we perform the intu-
itive assumptions,

P ICF1(J ) = P (1)
C (J )

!
1 ! P (2)

C (J )
"
, (35)

P ICF2(J ) = P (2)
C (J )

!
1 ! P (1)

C (J )
"
. (36)

The SCF probability is then obtained inserting Eqs. (16), (35)
and (36) into Eq. (34). We get

PSCF(J ) = 2 P (1)
C (J )P (2)

C (J ). (37)

Note that the factor of 2 is essential to satisfy Eq. (16).
On the other hand, owing to the presence of this factor, it
is not obvious that the SCF probability satisfies the essen-
tial requirement: PSCF(J ) ! 1. However, the proof of this
condition is straightforward. Since PTF

C (J ) is contained in
PTF(J ), Eq. (33) guarantees that PTF

C (J ) < 1. Then, according
to Eq. (16), we have

PTF
C (J ) = P (1)

C (J ) + P (2)
C (J ) < 1. (38)

Since this quantity is less than one, its square is still smaller.
Thus, we can write

!
P (1)

C (J ) + P (2)
C (J )

"2
< P (1)

C (J ) + P (2)
C (J ) < 1. (39)

Evaluating the square of the term within brackets explicitly,
the above equation becomes

!
P (1)

C (J )
"2 +

!
P (1)

C (J )
"2 + 2P (1)

C (J )P (2)
C (J ) < 1. (40)

Then, moving the squares to the right side of the inequality,
we get

2P (1)
C (J )P (2)

C (J ) < 1 !
!
P (1)

C (J )
"2 !

!
P (1)

C (J )
"2

, (41)

which guarantees that the condition,

2P (1)
C (J )P (2)

C (J ) < 1 (42)

is satisfied.

III. APPLICATIONS

We used our method to study fusion reactions in collisions
of 7Li projectiles with 209Bi, 197Au, 124Sn, and 198Pt targets
for which experimental data are available. In our calcula-
tions, 7Li is treated as the two-cluster system: 7Li " 3H + 4He
with separation energy B = 2.45 MeV. To determine the cross
sections, we used the CF-ICF computer code [43], which
evaluates the angular momentum projected version of the
expressions of the previous section, derived in the Appendix.
These expressions involve intrinsic states of the projectile
and radial wave functions, which were obtained running the
CDCC version of the FRESCO code [44].

The real part of the interaction between fragment ci and
the target V (i)(ri ) is given by the São Paulo potential [45]
(SPP), calculated with the densities of the systematic study
of Chamon et al. [46]. The projectile-target potential in the
elastic channel is then given by

V00(R) =
#

d3r|!0(r)|2[V (1)(r1) + V (2)(r2)], (43)

TABLE I. Experimental [47] and theoretical energies and widths
of the 7Li resonances. The energies and widths are given in MeV.

l j" #th
res $th #exp

res $exp

3 7/2! 2.15 0.1 2.16 0.093
3 5/2! 4.54 0.88 4.21 0.88

where !0(r) is the ground-state wave function of the projec-
tile. Note that this potential takes into account the low breakup
threshold of the projectile. This makes its Coulomb barrier
lower than the one given by the SPP calculated directly for the
projectile-target system. This static effect of the low binding
energy enhances the fusion cross section below and above the
barrier.

Since the imaginary parts of the fragment-target potentials
represent fusion absorption, they must be strong and act ex-
clusively in the inner region of the Coulomb barrier. Then, we
adopted Woods-Saxon (WS) functions with the form

W (i)(ri ) = W0

1 + exp[(ri ! Rw)/aw]
, i = 1, 2, (44)

with the following parameters:

W0 = 50 MeV, Rw = 1.0
!
A1/3

i + A1/3
T

"
fm; aw = 0.2 fm.

(45)

The intrinsic states of the projectile are solutions of a
Schrödinger equation with the Hamiltonian,

h(r) = Kr + V12(r12), (46)

where Kr is the relative kinetic energy of fragments within
the projectile and V12(r12) is the interaction potential between
them. The potential used to describe the bound states of the
projectile was parametrized by Woods-Saxon functions and
derivatives (for the spin-orbit term), with parameters fitted to
reproduce its binding energy. Different potentials were used
for continuum states. In this case, the parameters were fitted
to reproduce the energies and widths of the main resonances.
The parameters are basically the ones adopted by Diaz-Torres
et al. [29] except for the reduced radius of the central potential.
We used r0 = 1.153 fm, that gives a slightly better description
of the resonances of 7Li. Their experimental energies and
widths are shown in Table I together with the theoretical
values obtained in this way.

Multipole expansions of the potentials were carried out,
taking into account multipoles up to % = 4. In the CDCC cal-
culations we used a matching radius of 40 fm and considered
total angular momenta up to J = 60h̄. Note that higher angu-
lar momenta, which are essential in calculations of breakup
cross sections, do not give relevant contribution to fusion. We
checked the convergence of the calculations with respect to
these parameters and found that the results are very stable.

A. Discretization of the continuum

The channel expansion of Eq. (7) included the ground
state of 7Li ( j = 3/2!, l = 1) and its only excited state with
energy ## = 0.48 MeV ( j = 1/2!, l = 1).

064628-4
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For the real parts the São Paulo potential is used
P(i) (J) = abs. probability of fragment i in the C-space

M. R. CORTES et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 102, 064628 (2020)

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the projectile, its fragments,
the target, and the coordinates involved in the calculations.

198Pt targets and compare the predictions of our method with
the experimental data. Finally, in Sec. IV we present our
conclusions and discuss future extensions of our method.

II. THEORY OF COMPLETE AND INCOMPLETE FUSIONS

In this section we describe the theory to evaluate CF and
ICF cross sections introduced in Ref. [39], which we use
in the present paper. We consider the collision of a weakly
bound projectile formed by two fragments c1 and c2 with a
spherical target. The projectile-target relative vector and the
vector between the two fragments of the projectile are denoted
by R and r, respectively. For simplicity, we do not discuss
explicitly spins or orbital angular momenta at this stage. The
collision dynamics is dictated by the Hamiltonian,

H(R, r) = h(r) + K̂ + U (1)(r1) + U (2)(r2), (1)

where

U (i)(ri ) ! V (i)(ri ) " iW (i)(ri) (2)

is the complex interaction between the fragment ci and the
target with ri representing the distance between their centers.
These distances are given by

ri = |R + r#
i|, (3)

where r#
i is the position vector of fragment ci relative to the

center of mass (c.m.) of the projectile. For the situation de-
picted in Fig. 1, these vectors are

r#
1 = A2

AP

r and r#
2 = "A1

AP

r, (4)

with Ai and AP standing for the mass numbers of fragment ci
and the projectile, respectively.

To evaluate the fusion cross sections, we perform CDCC
calculations adopting short-range functions for the imaginary
potentials W (1) and W (2). The calculations involve a set
of bound channels—subspace B, and a set of continuum-
discretized channels (bins)—subspace C. Since the imaginary
potentials have short ranges, the total fusion cross section is
equal to the absorption cross section, which is given by the

well-known expression [40],

!TF = 1
|N |2

K
E

$" (+)|W (1) + W (2)|" (+)%. (5)

Above, " (+) is the scattering state in a collision with incident
wave-vector K and energy E , and N is an arbitrary normaliza-
tion constant, taken as N = (2# )"2/3 in the present paper [see
Eq. (A1)].

Next, we split the wave function as

" (+)(R, r) = "B(R, r) + "C(R, r), (6)

where "B and "C are its components in the bound and bin
subspaces, respectively. They are given by the channel expan-
sions,

"B(R, r) =
!

$&B

[%$ (R) ' &$ (r)] (7)

"C(R, r) =
!

'&C

[%' (R) ' &' (r)], (8)

where &$ and &' are bound and unbound states, respectively,
of the projectile, and %$ and %' are the corresponding wave
functions describing the projectile-target relative motion.

In our method, we assume that matrix elements of the
imaginary potentials connecting bound channels to bins are
negligible. Approximations along this line are frequently per-
formed in fusion calculations [29,41,42]. Then, Eq. (5) can be
put in the form

!TF = ! B
TF + ! C

TF, (9)

with

! B
TF = 1

|N |2
K
E

!

$,$ #&B

$%$ |W (1)
$$ # + W (2)

$$ # |%$ # % (10)

! C
TF = 1

|N |2
K
E

!

' ,' #&C

$%' |W (1)
' ' # + W (2)

' ' # |%' # %. (11)

Above,

W (i)
((# = (&(|W (i)|&(# ), (12)

with (,(# standing for either $,$ # or ' , ' #, are the matrix
elements of the imaginary potentials.

Performing angular momentum expansions of the wave
functions and the imaginary potentials, the cross sections of
Eqs. (10) and (11) can be put in the form

! B
TF = #

K2

!

J

(2J + 1)PTF
B (J ), (13)

! C
TF = #

K2

!

J

(2J + 1)PTF
C (J ), (14)

with

PTF
B (J ) = P (1)

B (J ) + P (2)
B (J ), (15)

PTF
C (J ) = P (1)

C (J ) + P (2)
C (J ). (16)

Above, P (i)
B (J ) and P (i)

C (J ) are the probabilities of absorption
of fragment ci in bound channels and in the continuum, re-
spectively. They are the contributions of W (i) to the TF cross
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the projectile, its fragments,
the target, and the coordinates involved in the calculations.
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the experimental data. Finally, in Sec. IV we present our
conclusions and discuss future extensions of our method.
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In this section we describe the theory to evaluate CF and
ICF cross sections introduced in Ref. [39], which we use
in the present paper. We consider the collision of a weakly
bound projectile formed by two fragments c1 and c2 with a
spherical target. The projectile-target relative vector and the
vector between the two fragments of the projectile are denoted
by R and r, respectively. For simplicity, we do not discuss
explicitly spins or orbital angular momenta at this stage. The
collision dynamics is dictated by the Hamiltonian,

H(R, r) = h(r) + K̂ + U (1)(r1) + U (2)(r2), (1)

where

U (i)(ri ) ! V (i)(ri ) " iW (i)(ri ) (2)

is the complex interaction between the fragment ci and the
target with ri representing the distance between their centers.
These distances are given by

ri = |R + r#
i|, (3)

where r#
i is the position vector of fragment ci relative to the

center of mass (c.m.) of the projectile. For the situation de-
picted in Fig. 1, these vectors are

r#
1 = A2

AP

r and r#
2 = "A1

AP

r, (4)

with Ai and AP standing for the mass numbers of fragment ci
and the projectile, respectively.

To evaluate the fusion cross sections, we perform CDCC
calculations adopting short-range functions for the imaginary
potentials W (1) and W (2). The calculations involve a set
of bound channels—subspace B, and a set of continuum-
discretized channels (bins)—subspace C. Since the imaginary
potentials have short ranges, the total fusion cross section is
equal to the absorption cross section, which is given by the

well-known expression [40],

!TF = 1
|N |2

K
E

$" (+)|W (1) + W (2)|" (+)%. (5)

Above, " (+) is the scattering state in a collision with incident
wave-vector K and energy E , and N is an arbitrary normaliza-
tion constant, taken as N = (2# )"2/3 in the present paper [see
Eq. (A1)].

Next, we split the wave function as

" (+)(R, r) = "B(R, r) + "C(R, r), (6)

where "B and "C are its components in the bound and bin
subspaces, respectively. They are given by the channel expan-
sions,

"B(R, r) =
!

$&B

[%$ (R) ' &$ (r)] (7)

"C(R, r) =
!

'&C

[%' (R) ' &' (r)], (8)

where &$ and &' are bound and unbound states, respectively,
of the projectile, and %$ and %' are the corresponding wave
functions describing the projectile-target relative motion.

In our method, we assume that matrix elements of the
imaginary potentials connecting bound channels to bins are
negligible. Approximations along this line are frequently per-
formed in fusion calculations [29,41,42]. Then, Eq. (5) can be
put in the form

!TF = ! B
TF + ! C

TF, (9)

with

! B
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Above,

W (i)
((# = (&(|W (i)|&(# ), (12)

with (,(# standing for either $,$ # or ' , ' #, are the matrix
elements of the imaginary potentials.

Performing angular momentum expansions of the wave
functions and the imaginary potentials, the cross sections of
Eqs. (10) and (11) can be put in the form

! B
TF = #

K2
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J

(2J + 1)PTF
B (J ), (13)

! C
TF = #
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J

(2J + 1)PTF
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with

PTF
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C (J ) are the probabilities of absorption
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the projectile, its fragments,
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the experimental data. Finally, in Sec. IV we present our
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In this section we describe the theory to evaluate CF and
ICF cross sections introduced in Ref. [39], which we use
in the present paper. We consider the collision of a weakly
bound projectile formed by two fragments c1 and c2 with a
spherical target. The projectile-target relative vector and the
vector between the two fragments of the projectile are denoted
by R and r, respectively. For simplicity, we do not discuss
explicitly spins or orbital angular momenta at this stage. The
collision dynamics is dictated by the Hamiltonian,

H(R, r) = h(r) + K̂ + U (1)(r1) + U (2)(r2), (1)

where
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is the complex interaction between the fragment ci and the
target with ri representing the distance between their centers.
These distances are given by
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and the projectile, respectively.

To evaluate the fusion cross sections, we perform CDCC
calculations adopting short-range functions for the imaginary
potentials W (1) and W (2). The calculations involve a set
of bound channels—subspace B, and a set of continuum-
discretized channels (bins)—subspace C. Since the imaginary
potentials have short ranges, the total fusion cross section is
equal to the absorption cross section, which is given by the

well-known expression [40],

!TF = 1
|N |2

K
E

$" (+)|W (1) + W (2)|" (+)%. (5)
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tion constant, taken as N = (2# )"2/3 in the present paper [see
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!

$&B

[%$ (R) ' &$ (r)] (7)

"C(R, r) =
!

'&C

[%' (R) ' &' (r)], (8)
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of the projectile, and %$ and %' are the corresponding wave
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$%' |W (1)
' ' # + W (2)

' ' # |%' # %. (11)
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Eqs. (10) and (11) can be put in the form

! B
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C (J ) are the probabilities of absorption
of fragment ci in bound channels and in the continuum, re-
spectively. They are the contributions of W (i) to the TF cross
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functions describing the projectile-target relative motion.
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(3) As in Refs. [48,49], we neglect matrix elements of the
imaginary potential between bound and unbound channels.

Formally, the complex potential acting on the elastic chan-
nel in a one-channel calculation can be derived by Feshbach’s
formalism [73]. One introduces a projector onto the elastic
channel, P , and a projector onto a set of channels that have
strong influence on elastic scattering, Q. Then, the effective
potential acting on the elastic channel is given by

Ueff = P U P + P U Q [GQQ] QU P, (25)

where GQQ is the Green’s function in the Q subspace. The
first term in the above equation is the potential in the elastic
channel when all couplings are neglected, and the second
is a polarization potential accounting for the influence of
nonelastic channels on elastic scattering. This procedure has
been used to derive complex polarization potentials associated
with different direct reactions (a recent review can be found in
Ref. [74]).

The above procedure can be extended to coupled-channel
descriptions of heavy ion scattering. In this case, the elas-
tic channel and a set of nonelastic channels are taken into
account explicitly, whereas other channels are left out of
the coupled equations. In our CDCC calculations, the bound
channels (B) and the continuum discretized channels (C) are
explicitly included in the calculations, and they are associated
with projectors PB and PC , respectively. On the other hand,
there are important channels that have been left out of the
coupled equations, namely, CF, ICF1, and ICF2, together with
all intermediate channels populated in the thermalization pro-
cesses. These channels are associated with a projector Q. The
imaginary parts of the polarization potentials acting on the B
and C spaces are then given by

WB = Im{PB U Q [GQQ]QU PB},
WC = Im{PC U Q [GQQ] QU PC}. (26)

However, the above equations are not very useful because
the projector Q involves many intrinsic degrees of freedom,
and it is defined in a space of extremely large dimension.
Thus, its calculation is prohibitively complicated, even within
approximations. For this reason, practical one-channel and
coupled-channel calculations of fusion cross sections adopt
phenomenological imaginary potentials consistent with the
nature of the fusion processes and the main trends of the data.

B. CF, ICF, and TF cross sections

The CDCC calculation leads to the following cross sec-
tions:

!DCF = "

K2

!

J

(2J + 1)PDCF(J ), (27)

! (1)
F = "

K2

!

J

(2J + 1)P (1)(J ), (28)

! (2)
F = "

K2

!

J

(2J + 1)P (2)(J ). (29)

Above, PDCF is the probability of direct absorption of the
whole projectile by the target. It results from the action of
WPT on bound channels (only the elastic channel in collisions

of 6Li). On the other hand, P (i) is the probability of absorption
of fragment ci, following breakup. It results from the action of
W (i) on unbound channels. These probabilities are discussed
in the appendices of Ref. [49].

However, the above cross sections are not the ones deter-
mined in experiments. First, !DCF is the cross section for direct
complete fusion, whereas an experiment can only measure
!CF, which includes also the contribution from SCF. Besides,
! (1)

F and ! (2)
F are inclusive cross sections for the capture of

one of the fragments, independently of what happens to the
other. In this way, SCF is included in both ! (1)

F and ! (2)
F .

Thus, the sum ! (1)
F + ! (2)

F , which is frequently assumed to give
!TF (see, e.g., Refs. [48,49]), is in fact an overestimate of
this cross section, where the contribution of SCF is counted
twice.

The fact that a CDCC calculation is unable to account for
sequential fusion processes is not surprising. Multistep pro-
cesses are properly handled in coupled-channel calculations
when all intermediate states are included in channel space,
and their coupling matrix elements are taken into account.
However, these conditions are not satisfied by SCF. In this
case, neither the intermediate state after the capture of the
first fragment nor the final state after the capture of the second
is explicitly included in the calculations. The simulation of
fusion by imaginary potentials can account for the depletion
of flux in each channel, but it cannot describe the sequential
fusion of two fragments. Thus, the CDCC approach alone
cannot describe the SCF and ICF processes. Therefore, it
is necessary to introduce some model to relate P (1)(J ) and
P (2)(J ) to ICF and SCF probabilities. We adopt the model of
Refs. [48,49], with a slight modification, as described below.

We treat P (1)(J ) and P (2)(J ) as probabilities for independent
events, and use classical statistics. The ICF1, ICF2, and SCF
probabilities are assumed to be given by

P ICF1(J ) = P (1)(J ) ! [1 " P (2)(J )], (30)

P ICF2(J ) = P (2)(J ) ! [1 " P (1)(J )], (31)

PSCF(J ) = P (1)(J ) ! P (2)(J ). (32)

Note that Eq. (32) does not have the factor 2 appearing in the
SCF probability of Refs. [42,48,49]. The discrepancy arises
from the different expressions adopted for the TF probability.
In these works, it is given by

PTF(J ) = PDCF(J ) + PTF
C (J ), (33)

where PTF
C represents the sum of all fusion processes following

breakup (contribution from bin states to fusion):

PTF
C (J ) = P (1)(J ) + P (2)(J ). (34)

The SCF probability is then obtained from Eq. (33), by sub-
tracting PDCF(J ) and the ICF probabilities of Eqs. (30) and
(31). In this way, one gets Eq. (32) multiplied by a factor 2.
However, as argued above, Eq. (33) double counts the contri-
bution from SCF. To fix it, we start from Eqs. (30)–(32). Then,
as it is done in experiments, one obtains the TF summing
the contributions from the three fusion processes. In this way,
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CF=DCF+SCF
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Contribution from the B-space:
(as in the HVDL method)

�B = �DCF
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* J. Rangel, M. Cortes, J. Lubian, LFC ( Phys. Let. B, 803- 2020 )

�B =
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 ↵

��W 1(r1) +W 2(r2)
�� ↵

↵
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Contribution from channels in the continuum to TF
(here is the difference to HVDL)

* J. Rangel, M. Cortes, J. Lubian, LFC ( Phys. Let. B, 803- 2020 )

Performing ang. mom. projection and the summing over a and a’ (in C), 

�C =
k

E

X

↵↵0 ✏ C

⇥⌦
 ↵

�� W 1
↵,↵0(r1)

�� 0
↵

↵
+

⌦
 ↵

��W 2
↵,↵0(r2)

�� ↵0
↵⇤

�C =
⇡

k2

X

J

(2J + 1)
⇥
P 1(J) + P 2(J)

⇤

P(i) (J) = abs. probability of fragment i in the C-space
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�ICF1 =
⇡

k2

X

J

(2J + 1)P 1(J)
⇥
1� P 2(J)

⇤

�ICF2 =
⇡

k2

X

J

(2J + 1)P 2(J)
⇥
1� P 1(J)

⇤

ICF (ICF1, ICF2), SCF cross sections

�ICF = �ICF1 + �ICF2

* J. Rangel, M. Cortes, J. Lubian, LFC ( Phys. Let. B, 803- 2020 )
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ICF (ICF1, ICF2), SCF cross sections

�CF = �DCF + �SCF

• J. Rangel, M. Cortes, J. Lubian, LFC ( Phys. Let. B, 803- 2020 )
• M.R Cortes, J. Rangel. J.L. Ferreira, J. Lubian., L.F Canto (PRC 102, 06428 (2020)
• J. Lubian, J.L. Ferreira, J. Rangel, M. Cortes, L.F. Canto (PRC 105, 054601 (2022)
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one gets

PTF(J ) = PDCF(J ) + PSCF(J ) + P ICF1(J ) + P ICF2(J )

= PDCF(J ) + P (1)(J ) + P (2)(J ) ! P (1)(J ) " P (2)(J ).

The above expression does not double count SCF.
The theoretical cross sections for the different fusion pro-

cesses are then given by

!SCF = "

K2

!

J

(2J + 1)PSCF(J ), (35)

!ICF1 = "

K2

!

J

(2J + 1)P ICF1(J ), (36)

!ICF2 = "

K2

!

J

(2J + 1)P ICF2(J ), (37)

and the observable CF, ICF, and TF cross sections are

!CF = !DCF + !SCF, (38)

!ICF = !ICF1 + !ICF2, (39)

!TF = !CF + !ICF. (40)

We point out that our new expression for the SCF proba-
bility [Eq. (32)] does not contain the factor 2, included in the
7Li fusion calculations of Refs. [48,49]. One then wonders
how the results of those works would be affected by the
removal of this factor. The contribution from SCF to the CF
cross section strongly depends on the breakup threshold. In
collisions of 7Li (B = 2.45 MeV) at above-barrier energies
it is responsible for #10% of the CF cross section, whereas
at sub-barrier energies SCF is negligible. Then, the removal
of the factor 2 would not lead to appreciable changes in the
fusion cross sections of Refs. [48,49].

In collisions of 6Li (B = 1.47 MeV) at above-barrier en-
ergies, the contributions from DCF and SCF are of the
same order. On the other hand, SCF is negligible below the
Coulomb barrier. Thus, in the case of 6Li, removing factor 2
leads to an appreciable reduction of the CF cross section above
the barrier. However, we point out that the spectroscopic am-
plitude also influences the cross sections. This amplitude is
expected to be of the order of 1 (something between 0.5 and
1.0), but its precise value is not known. Then, we used it as
a free parameter, varying it within this range. In this way,
changes arising from the absence of factor 2 can be partly
compensated by changing the spectroscopic amplitude.

III. APPLICATION: 6Li COLLISIONS WITH
HEAVY TARGETS

Now we use the theory of the previous sections to study CF
and ICF in collisions of 6Li projectiles with the heavy targets
124Sn, 197Au, 198Pt, and 209Bi. To determine the cross sections,
we evaluate the probabilities P (1)(J ), P (2)(J ), and P (DCF)(J ),
given in the Appendix of Ref. [49]. The numerical calcu-
lations were performed by the code CF-ICF (unpublished),
using intrinsic and radial wave functions obtained running the
CDCC version of the FRESCO code [75].

The real part of the projectile-target interaction is given by
Eq. (15), with V (i)(ri) (i = 1, 2) given by the SPP between
fragment ci and the target.

For the imaginary potential, we adopted the prescription of
Sec. II A 3. In the elastic channel (the only bound channel
for 6Li) we take the potential WPT (R) of Eq. (19), with the
parameters: W0 = 50 MeV, rw = 1.0 fm, and aw = 0.2 fm.
They are not exactly the same as in Ref. [47], but they lead to
very similar results [76]. For the continuum-discretized space,
we used the imaginary potential of Eq. (20), with W (1)(r1) and
W (2)(r2) given by Woods-Saxon functions with parameters
W0 = 50 MeV, rw = 1.0 fm, and aw = 0.2 fm.

All calculations were performed with the spectroscopic
amplitude [see Eqs. (16) and (18)] # = 0.7, which leads to
the best overall description of the data.

A. CF cross sections

Figure 5 shows the theoretical CF cross sections for colli-
sions of 6Li with 124Sn [Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)], 197Au [Figs. 5(c)
and 5(d)], 198Pt [Figs. 5(e) and 5(f)], and 209Bi [Figs. 5(g) and
5(h)], in comparison with the data of Refs. [11,12,21,25,77].

The overall agreement between theory and experiment is
excellent. It is particularly good at sub-barrier energies, even
well below the Coulomb barrier, where the cross sections are
as low as 10!4 mb. This means that collective excitations of
the target do not play an important role in the reaction dynam-
ics, and that the SPP is a suitable potential to represent the real
part of the optical potential. Above the Coulomb barrier, the
agreement is also very good, except for the 6Li + 209Bi system
at the three data points with the highest energies, where the
theoretical cross section falls slightly below the data.

Nowadays, it is well established that CF data on weakly
bound systems at above-barrier energies are suppressed in
comparison to predictions of barrier penetration models. The
same conclusion is reached when one compares reduced CF
data on weakly bound systems with those on tightly bound
ones. However, the reaction mechanism responsible for the
suppression is still under discussion [48,49,52,56,78]. In this
discussion, the treatment of the continuum plays a central role.
In our CDCC calculations, the continuum is approximated
by bins formed by scattering states of the two fragments
of the projectile. In Refs. [52,56], the fragment captured by
the target is dominantly in an unbound state. Thus, neither
of the projectile’s fragments is bound to the target. Therefore,
the space spanned by such states is the same as the breakup
space of the CDCC calculation. The difference between the
approaches of Refs. [52,56] and of Refs. [48,49] is that they
use different bases to describe the continuum. As a matter of
fact, a more realistic basis for the continuum would be the
two-center molecular states adopted by Moschini and Diaz-
Torres [79]. However, quantum mechanical calculations using
this basis are very difficult to implement.

B. ICF and TF cross sections

Figure 6 shows ICF and TF cross sections calculated by
our method, in comparison to the available data. The systems
are the same as in Fig. 5. Inspecting the figure, one concludes
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Application: Fusion cross sections in 7Li + 209Bi

Procedure:

• Perform CDCC calculations running FRESCO, with options to export intrinsic 
and radial w.f.

• !!! We need radial w.f. converged inside VB too. Hard task!!!

• Use them in the the angular momentum projected expressions for 
the cross sections (Code CF-ICF, unpublished)

• J. Rangel, M.R. Cortes, J. Lubian, L.F.Canto ( Phys. Let. B, 803- 2020 )
• M.R Cortes, J. Rangel. J.L. Ferreira, J. Lubian., L.F Canto (PRC 102, 06428 (2020)
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• TF and CF predictions are in 
excellent agreement with data 
below VB up to E ~ 36 MeV. CF is 
well described in the whole energy 
interval

• Predictions for TF above ~ 36 MeV 
overestimate the experiment. But… 
the 4 data points with highest 
energies are only lower bounds 
(according to the authors of the 
experiment)

7Li + 209Bi fusion – theory vs. experiment*

* Dasgupta et al., PRC 66, 041602(R) (2002); PRC 70, 024606 (2004) 
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Decay schemes of nuclei produced by ICF

• 209Po is the decay chain of both ICF processes
• Contribution from 209Po is not detected
• Estimates with PACE: 209Po is important above 36 MeV. 
• Above Ec.m. ~ 36 MeV, data is only a lower bound

Conclusion of the authors of the experiment
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• Excellent agreement where all relevant decay channels are 
measured

• Consistent with data where they give a lower bound
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FIG. 7. CF cross sections calculated with different values of the
spectroscopic amplitude.

interaction V (1) + V (2). However, the bound states of 7Li
do not. Although the amplitude for this configuration is
expected to be dominant, it is definitely not equal to one. This
statement is supported by the large cross sections for transfer
reactions of a single nucleon, observed in collisions of this
nucleus [52–55]. The probabilities of finding the dominant
cluster configuration in 6,7Li is expected to be on the order
of 70% [56]. Then, the bound-continuum matrix elements
should be multiplied by some spectroscopic amplitude S , say
in the {0.7–1.0} range. This amplitude could be neglected in
qualitative calculations but not if one aims at a quantitative
description of the data.

Since the inclusion of the spectroscopic amplitude weak-
ens the couplings with the breakup channel, it is expected
to enhance the DCF cross section and suppress ICF. The
former effect is illustrated in Fig. 7, that shows CF cross
sections calculated with the spectroscopic amplitudes: S =
0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0. The results are show on logarithmic
[panel (a)] and linear scales [panel (b)]. In the logarithmic
plot, the curves for the different spectroscopic amplitudes can
hardly be distinguished. However, the influence of S can be
observed in the linear plot. For variations of S in the {0.7, 1.0}
range, the cross section changes up to !20%. Unfortunately,
there are no accurate calculations of the spectroscopic am-
plitude. Then, we treat it as a free parameter, that can vary
between 0.7 and 1.0.

Deviations of the bound states of the projectile from the
3H - 4He cluster configuration may also affect diagonal matrix
elements of the interaction. They are expected to modify the
barrier of the V00(R) potential. However, such effects are not

FIG. 8. Calculated CF cross sections for the 7Li + 209Bi system
(solid black line) in comparison with the data of Refs. [6,7] (open
circles).

expected to be very important. This potential is basically
determined by the densities of the collision partners, and it
is very sensitive to the long tail of the projectile’s density.
This has been taken into account, through the use of a V12
potential that reproduces the experimental binding energy of
7Li. Although a more careful study of this problem is called
for, we will leave it for a future work.

C. Complete fusion cross sections

We used our theory to calculate CF cross sections for col-
lisions of 7Li projectiles with 209Bi, 197Au, 124Sn, and 198Pt
targets. These targets have the advantage of not having excited
states strongly coupled to the elastic channel. The results
(solid black lines) are shown in Figs. 8–11. In each case,
they are compared with the available experimental data. All
calculations were performed with the spectroscopic amplitude
S = 0.8, which gave best results for the 7Li + 209Bi system.
Note that the present results for this system are very close
to the ones presented in our previous work [39], but they
are not exactly the same. This is due to the inclusion of the
spectroscopic amplitude and to the use of a slightly improved
mesh in the continuum discretization.

Figures 8–11 also show cross sections of two one-channel
calculations. In the first (green dotted lines), we used the
nuclear potential V00(R), which is obtained by folding the
fragments-target interactions with the ground-state density
of the projectile [see Eq. (43)]. In the second (blue dashed
lines), we used the São Paulo potential between the pro-
jectile and the target, which ignores the cluster structure of

064628-7

- Not relevant for qualitattive studies
- Relevant for quantitative studies
- Lower S=> higer CF , lower ICF

- No microscopic results fro S in 
cluster models => free parameter

S. Watanabe et al. PRC 92, 044611       
(2015) suggested cluster configuration 
of ~ 70% for 6,7Li. 

We used S=0.8 in our calculations for 7Li
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TABLE II. Experimental and theoretical energies and widths of
the main resonances of 6Li (taken from Ref. [44]). The theoretical
values were calculated with the parameters of the previous table.

l j! E th
res "th

res E exp
res "exp

res

2 3+ 0.717 0.020 0.716 0.024
2 2+ 3.14 1.88 2.84 1.7
2 1+ 4.06 3.5 4.18 1.5

Fig. 2. With this mesh and cutoff parameters (#max, jmax, and
lmax), we got very good convergence in all calculations in the
present paper.

2. The real projectile-target interaction

The standard procedure in CDCC calculations is to write
the real part of the projectile-target potential as a sum of
interactions between the clusters c1 and c2 with the target.
That is,

V (R, r) = V (1T)(r1) + V (2T)(r2). (14)

The off-diagonal matrix elements of this potential couple
the elastic channel to the continuum, and the continuum
discretized states among themselves. On the other hand, its
diagonal matrix elements are the real potentials in the channel
Hamiltonians, on the left-hand side of Eqs. (6) and (7). In
particular,

V00(R) =
!

d3r |$0(r)|2 [V (1T)(r1) + V (2T)(r2)], (15)

where r1 and r2 are related with R and r by Eq. (1), is the
real potential in the elastic channel, which determines the
Coulomb barrier. Throughout the present paper, we adopt

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the discretization mesh used
in our calculations. The resonances of Table II are also indicated
(blue curves).

TABLE III. Barrier radii (R00
B ), curvature parameters (h̄%00), and

heights (V 00
B ) of V 00

B (R) and barrier heights of VPT (R) (V PT0
B ), for the

6Li + 124Sn, 6Li + 197Au, 6Li + 198Pt, and 6Li + 209Bi systems. The
last line shows the reduction of the barrier height due to the low
breakup threshold of 6Li.

Target 124Sn 197Au 198Pt 209Bi

R00
B (fm) 10.8 11.6 11.7 11.7

h̄%00 (fm) 3.6 4.2 4.2 4.3
V 00

B (MeV) 18.4 27.1 26.7 28.2
V PT

B (MeV) 19.7 28.8 28.4 29.9
&VB (MeV) 1.3 1.7 1.7 1.7

the São Paulo potential [61,62] (SPP) for the real part of
the nuclear interactions between the clusters and the target.
For the Coulomb interaction, we adopt the usual proce-
dure in nucleus-nucleus collisions, used, for example, in
Refs. [48,49].

Owing to the low breakup threshold of the projectile, the
wave function $0 has a long tail. For this reason, the barriers
of V00(R), denoted by V 00

B , are systematically lower than those
of the SPP between the projectile and the target, neglecting
the cluster structure. The latter potential and its Coulomb
barrier are denoted by VPT (R) and V PT

B , respectively. The
barrier lowering effect arising from the low breakup threshold
is illustrated in Table III, for several targets. It shows V 00

B ,
V PT

B , and the reduction of the barrier height due to the cluster
structure of the projectile (the static effect of the low breakup
threshold), &VB. For the three heaviest targets, which are very
similar, one finds &VB = 1.7 MeV. For the lighter 124Sn target,
the reduction is 0.4 MeV lower. The table shows also the
radius and curvature parameters of the parabolic expansion
of V00(R), denoted by R00

B and h̄%00.
The influence of the barrier lowering on fusion is illus-

trated in Table IV, where we show fusion cross sections of
one-channel calculations with the two real potentials, with
short-range absorption. In both calculations, the imaginary
potential is represented by a negative Woods-Saxon function
with strength W0 = 50 MeV, radius parameter rw = 1.0 fm,
and diffusivity aw = 0.2 fm. The targets are the same of the
previous table. In each case, the cross sections are calculated
at the collision energy Ec.m. = V 00

B + 10 MeV. One concludes
that the reduction of the Coulomb barrier enhances the fusion
cross sections by !30%.

a. Bound-continuum couplings. The continuum discretized
bins, |$n), are linear combinations of scattering states of the
clusters c1 and c2. However, the cluster state |$0) is just an

TABLE IV. Cross sections of one-channel calculations with V00

('00) and VPT ('PT ). For each system, the cross section is evaluated
at the collision energy Ec.m. = V 00

B + 10 MeV.

Target 124Sn 197Au 198Pt 209Bi

'00 (mb) 1244 1094 1106 1136
'PT (mb) 964 815 931 830
'00/'PT 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.4
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Enhancement below and
above VB



Effects of the breakup couplings
Above VB

• TF almost identical do 1-channel

• BU-couplings redistribute sTF between CF and ICF, without changing 
the sum
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Effects of the breakup couplings

Below VB

• CF is suppressed - weaker suppression as E decreases below VB  

(28.2 MeV)
• ICF becomes larger than CF for  E < 32 MeV
• Owing to ICF, TF is enhanced below VB (lighter fragments fuses 

easily)
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FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 8 but for the 7Li + 197Au system. Here the
data are from Refs. [20,47].

7Li completely. Thus, the former takes into account the static
effect of the low breakup threshold, whereas the latter does
not. Both one-channel calculations were performed with typ-
ical short-range imaginary potentials WPT(R) given by WS
functions with radii R0 = 1.0(A1/3

P + A1/3
T ) fm, depth W0 =

100 MeV, and diffusivity a = 0.2 fm.
The overall agreement between the CF cross sections cal-

culated by our method and the experimental data is quite good.
The theoretical cross sections for the 7Li + 209Bi (Fig. 8),
7Li + 197Au (Fig. 9), and 7Li + 124Sn (Fig. 10) systems are
very close to the data at all collision energies, above and below
the Coulomb barrier. In the case of the 198Pt target (Fig. 11),
the situation is not as good. The theoretical CF cross section
is in excellent agreement with the data around and above the
Coulomb barrier, but it overestimates the experimental results
at energies well below VB. In fact, this problem is not related
to the target. It is a consequence of the extended energy range
of the experiment [15]. It reaches energies !6 MeV below
the Coulomb barrier where the cross sections are as low as
!10"4 mb. The data for the other systems studied here are
restricted to energies Ec.m. ! VB " 4 MeV where the cross
sections are three orders of magnitude larger.

The inaccuracy of the theoretical CF cross section at en-
ergies well below VB can be traced back to the imaginary
potential W00(R), used in the CDCC calculations. This poten-
tial, evaluated internally within the FRESCO code, is given by
the expression,

W00(R) =
!

d3r|!0(r)|2[W (1)(r1) + W (2)(r2)], (49)

FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 8 but now the system is 7Li + 124Sn. Here,
the system is 7Li + 124Sn, and the data are from Ref. [19].

FIG. 11. Same as Fig. 8 but for the 7Li + 198Pt system. Here the
data are from Ref. [15].

064628-8

VPT - without cluster        good agreement with the data
V00 – with cluster

V. V. Parkar, et al. PRC 97, 014607 (2018)C. S. Palshetkar et al., PRC 89, 024607 (2014). 
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FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 8 but for the 7Li + 197Au system. Here the
data are from Refs. [20,47].

7Li completely. Thus, the former takes into account the static
effect of the low breakup threshold, whereas the latter does
not. Both one-channel calculations were performed with typ-
ical short-range imaginary potentials WPT(R) given by WS
functions with radii R0 = 1.0(A1/3

P + A1/3
T ) fm, depth W0 =

100 MeV, and diffusivity a = 0.2 fm.
The overall agreement between the CF cross sections cal-

culated by our method and the experimental data is quite good.
The theoretical cross sections for the 7Li + 209Bi (Fig. 8),
7Li + 197Au (Fig. 9), and 7Li + 124Sn (Fig. 10) systems are
very close to the data at all collision energies, above and below
the Coulomb barrier. In the case of the 198Pt target (Fig. 11),
the situation is not as good. The theoretical CF cross section
is in excellent agreement with the data around and above the
Coulomb barrier, but it overestimates the experimental results
at energies well below VB. In fact, this problem is not related
to the target. It is a consequence of the extended energy range
of the experiment [15]. It reaches energies !6 MeV below
the Coulomb barrier where the cross sections are as low as
!10"4 mb. The data for the other systems studied here are
restricted to energies Ec.m. ! VB " 4 MeV where the cross
sections are three orders of magnitude larger.

The inaccuracy of the theoretical CF cross section at en-
ergies well below VB can be traced back to the imaginary
potential W00(R), used in the CDCC calculations. This poten-
tial, evaluated internally within the FRESCO code, is given by
the expression,

W00(R) =
!

d3r|!0(r)|2[W (1)(r1) + W (2)(r2)], (49)

FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 8 but now the system is 7Li + 124Sn. Here,
the system is 7Li + 124Sn, and the data are from Ref. [19].

FIG. 11. Same as Fig. 8 but for the 7Li + 198Pt system. Here the
data are from Ref. [15].
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FIG. 12. (a) The imaginary potentials W00(R) and WPT(R), shown
on a logarithmic scale; (b) fusion cross sections at very low energies.
The CF cross section of our method (solid green line), and the
fusion cross sections of one-channel calculations with the potentials
V00(R) ! iWPT(R) (red dotted line) and V00(R) ! iW00(R) (black dot-
dashed line) are compared with the CF data of Ref. [15]. See the text
for details.

where r1 and r2 are the distances between the centers of
the two fragments and the target. Although the ranges of
the imaginary potentials W (i) are very short, the long tail of
|!0(r)|2 extends W00(R) to long distances, beyond RB. This
is illustrated in panel (a) of Fig. 12, which compares the
imaginary potentials W00(R) and WPT(R). Clearly, the tail of
W00(R) has a considerably longer range. This difference is
not relevant at collision energies above VB where the incident
wave reaches the inner region of the barrier where the two
imaginary potentials are very strong. In this case, the wave is
strongly absorbed by both imaginary potentials. In this way,
the fusion cross sections calculated with W00(R) and WPT(R)
are very close. The situation is different at very low collision
energies where the transmission coefficient through the bar-
rier is extremely small. Then, the cross section has a strong
dependence on the tail of the imaginary potential, which, as
shown in the figure, is much longer for W00(R). However,
this long-range absorption cannot be associated with fusion.
Since the relevant direct channel, namely, breakup, is explic-
itly included in the CDCC equations; this kind of absorption
is spurious. It has no physical meaning.

A more quantitative picture of the problem is presented in
panel (b) of Fig. 12, which shows the data of Refs. [6,7] at
energies well below the Coulomb barrier, in comparison with

TABLE II. Coulomb barriers of VPT and V00 for the systems
studied in this paper. The fourth column gives the barrier lowering in
each case, and the fifth column is the ratio of the one-channel fusion
cross sections calculated with the potentials V00 and VPT at 10 MeV
above V 00

B . See the text for details.

System ZT V PT
B V 00

B "VB R00
PT

7Li + 209Bi 83 29.36 28.29 1.07 1.21
7Li + 197Au 79 28.25 27.21 1.04 1.20
7Li + 198Pt 78 27.83 26.81 1.02 1.21
7Li + 124Sn 50 19.29 18.50 0.79 1.18

different theoretical cross sections. The black solid line and
the green dotted line are the same curves of Fig. 11. They
represent the CF cross section calculated by our method and
the one-channel cross section, respectively, obtained with the
complex potential U = V00 ! iWPT. The third curve (black
dot-dashed line) represents the results of a one-channel cal-
culation with the potential U = V00 ! iW00. It corresponds to
the limit of our CDCC calculation when all channel couplings
are switched off. The difference between the two one-channel
calculations is the range of the imaginary potential. First,
one notes that the CF cross section converges to the black
dot-dashed line at very low energies. This is not surprising
since the coupling matrix elements become negligibly small in
the low-energy limit. On the other hand, at the lowest energies,
these cross sections become much larger than the one calcu-
lated with WPT, which is in very good agreement with the data.
Therefore, one concludes that the inaccuracy of our CF cross
section at energies well below VB arises from the spurious
tail of the imaginary potential in the CDCC calculations. In
principle, this shortcoming could be easily fixed by correcting
the asymptotic behavior of W00(R). However, this is not an
easy task, since it would require internal modifications of the
FRESCO code.

1. The static effect of the low breakup threshold

As mentioned before, the low breakup threshold of 7Li
affects the CF cross section in two ways. The first is a static
effect, arising from the low energy binding the triton to the #
particle, which leads to a long tail in the nuclear density. This
makes the Coulomb barrier lower, enhancing fusion. On the
other hand, the reaction dynamic is strongly affected by cou-
plings with the breakup channel. This has a major influence
on fusion as will be demonstrated in the next subsection.

Table II shows Coulomb barriers associated with VPT and
V00, denoted by V PT

B and V 00
B , respectively. As expected, the

latter is systematically lower than the former. The reduction
of the barrier height increases with the charge in the target (or
with the barrier height). For the systems studied in this pa-
per, it ranges from "0.8 to "1.1 MeV. The barrier lowering
enhances the fusion cross section for the potential V00, with
respect to that for VPT. At "10 MeV above the barrier, the
ratio of the two cross sections for the four systems is on the
order of 1.2 or, more precisely, between 1.18 and 1.21.
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FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 8 but for the 7Li + 197Au system. Here the
data are from Refs. [20,47].

7Li completely. Thus, the former takes into account the static
effect of the low breakup threshold, whereas the latter does
not. Both one-channel calculations were performed with typ-
ical short-range imaginary potentials WPT(R) given by WS
functions with radii R0 = 1.0(A1/3

P + A1/3
T ) fm, depth W0 =

100 MeV, and diffusivity a = 0.2 fm.
The overall agreement between the CF cross sections cal-

culated by our method and the experimental data is quite good.
The theoretical cross sections for the 7Li + 209Bi (Fig. 8),
7Li + 197Au (Fig. 9), and 7Li + 124Sn (Fig. 10) systems are
very close to the data at all collision energies, above and below
the Coulomb barrier. In the case of the 198Pt target (Fig. 11),
the situation is not as good. The theoretical CF cross section
is in excellent agreement with the data around and above the
Coulomb barrier, but it overestimates the experimental results
at energies well below VB. In fact, this problem is not related
to the target. It is a consequence of the extended energy range
of the experiment [15]. It reaches energies !6 MeV below
the Coulomb barrier where the cross sections are as low as
!10"4 mb. The data for the other systems studied here are
restricted to energies Ec.m. ! VB " 4 MeV where the cross
sections are three orders of magnitude larger.

The inaccuracy of the theoretical CF cross section at en-
ergies well below VB can be traced back to the imaginary
potential W00(R), used in the CDCC calculations. This poten-
tial, evaluated internally within the FRESCO code, is given by
the expression,

W00(R) =
!

d3r|!0(r)|2[W (1)(r1) + W (2)(r2)], (49)

FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 8 but now the system is 7Li + 124Sn. Here,
the system is 7Li + 124Sn, and the data are from Ref. [19].

FIG. 11. Same as Fig. 8 but for the 7Li + 198Pt system. Here the
data are from Ref. [15].
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2. CF suppressions at above-barrier energies

Now we compare the suppressions of CF for the different
systems studied here. Since the cross sections depend on
trivial factors, such as the charges and sizes of the collision
partners, direct comparisons of !CF do not give reliable infor-
mation on reaction mechanisms. For a proper comparison, one
should first eliminate the influence of such undesirable factors.
This is performed through transformations on the cross sec-
tions and collision energies, known as reduction procedures.
Several proposals can be found in the literature [57,58], but
the most effective procedure for fusion data is the so-called
fusion function method [59,60]. It consists in the following
transformations:

E !" x = E ! VB

h̄"
, !F !" F (x) = 2E

R2
Bh̄"

!F. (50)

This method is based on Wong’s approximation [61] for the
fusion cross section,

! W
F = R2

B
h̄"

2E
ln

!
1 + exp

"
2#

E ! VB

h̄"

#$
. (51)

It can be immediately checked that if the fusion cross section
is well approximated by Wong’s formula; the fusion function
takes the universal form

F0(x) = ln[1 + exp(2#x)]. (52)

This expression was called the universal fusion function
(UFF) in Refs. [59,60]. Deviations from this behavior are then
associated with particular nuclear structure properties of the
collision partners.

To carry out a comparative study of CF suppression at
above-barrier energies, we apply the above prescription to
collisions of 7Li with the 209Bi, 197Au, 124Sn, and 198Pt tar-
gets. We consider both the theoretical the and experimental
CF cross sections, discussed in the previous subsections.
The results are denoted by Fth(x) and Fexp(x), respectively.
Furthermore, there are two possibilities. The transformations
of Eq. (50) can be based on the barrier parameters of the
potential V00 (V 00

B , R00
B , and h̄"00), or on the parameters of

VPT (V PT
B , RPT

B , and h̄"PT). In this way, one can evaluate
two theoretical fusion functions F 00

th (x) and F PT
th (x) and two

experimental fusion functions F 00
exp(x) and F PT

exp (x). Note that
the fusion functions F 00(x) and F PT(x) have very different
meanings as discussed below.

In the present paper, the investigated nuclear structure
property is the low breakup threshold of 7Li. Since we chose
targets that do not have excited states strongly coupled to
the elastic channel, the CF fusion functions may be directly
compared with the UFF. As the potential VPT completely
ignores the cluster structure of the projectile and its binding
energy, comparisons of F PT

th (x) and of F PT
exp (x) with the UFF

give the global influence of the low binding on the theoretical
and on the experimental CF cross sections, respectively. That
is, they measure the net result of the competition between
the barrier lowering enhancement and the breakup coupling
suppression on CF. On the other hand, comparisons of F 00

th
and F 00

exp with the UFF give a different piece of information.
Since V00 takes into account the long tail of the 7Li density, the

FIG. 13. Theoretical fusion functions F 00
th [panel (a)] and F PT

th
[panel (b)] in collisions of 7Li with the 209Bi, 197Au, 124Sn, and 198Pt
targets. See the text for details.

static effects associated with the barrier lowering are canceled
in these fusion functions. Therefore, their comparisons with
the UFF measure exclusively the influence of couplings with
the breakup channel.

Figure 13 shows the theoretical fusion functions for the
systems studied here. Since we are interested in the suppres-
sion at above-barrier energies, the plots are shown only on a
linear scale. First, one notes that both the F 00

th and the F PT
th

fusion functions are nearly system independent. The lines for
the different targets can hardly be distinguished from each
other. To very good approximations, one can write

F 00
th (x) # 0.58 $ F0(x); F PT

th (x) # 0.67 $ F0(x), (53)

where F0(x) is the universal fusion function of Eq. (52). The
above equation indicates that F 00

th and F PT
th are suppressed with

respect to the UFF by 42 and 33%, respectively.
Figure 14 shows the experimental fusion functions cor-

responding to the theoretical curves of the previous figure.
The dotted lines represent the predictions of our theory for
the two fusion functions within the 0.67F0(x) and 0.58F0(x)
approximations. Clearly the data follow very closely the be-
havior predicted by the theory except por a few data points
that present small fluctuations around the dotted lines. Usu-
ally, CF suppression factors are obtained comparing the data
with predictions of barrier penetration models (or results
of one-channel calculations), based on projectile-target po-
tentials that ignore the low breakup threshold. Thus, they
should be compared with suppression factors extracted from
F PT

exp . Dasgupta and co-workers [6,7] studied the 7Li + 209Bi
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2. CF suppressions at above-barrier energies

Now we compare the suppressions of CF for the different
systems studied here. Since the cross sections depend on
trivial factors, such as the charges and sizes of the collision
partners, direct comparisons of !CF do not give reliable infor-
mation on reaction mechanisms. For a proper comparison, one
should first eliminate the influence of such undesirable factors.
This is performed through transformations on the cross sec-
tions and collision energies, known as reduction procedures.
Several proposals can be found in the literature [57,58], but
the most effective procedure for fusion data is the so-called
fusion function method [59,60]. It consists in the following
transformations:

E !" x = E ! VB

h̄"
, !F !" F (x) = 2E

R2
Bh̄"

!F. (50)

This method is based on Wong’s approximation [61] for the
fusion cross section,
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B
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E ! VB

h̄"

#$
. (51)

It can be immediately checked that if the fusion cross section
is well approximated by Wong’s formula; the fusion function
takes the universal form

F0(x) = ln[1 + exp(2#x)]. (52)

This expression was called the universal fusion function
(UFF) in Refs. [59,60]. Deviations from this behavior are then
associated with particular nuclear structure properties of the
collision partners.

To carry out a comparative study of CF suppression at
above-barrier energies, we apply the above prescription to
collisions of 7Li with the 209Bi, 197Au, 124Sn, and 198Pt tar-
gets. We consider both the theoretical the and experimental
CF cross sections, discussed in the previous subsections.
The results are denoted by Fth(x) and Fexp(x), respectively.
Furthermore, there are two possibilities. The transformations
of Eq. (50) can be based on the barrier parameters of the
potential V00 (V 00

B , R00
B , and h̄"00), or on the parameters of

VPT (V PT
B , RPT

B , and h̄"PT). In this way, one can evaluate
two theoretical fusion functions F 00

th (x) and F PT
th (x) and two

experimental fusion functions F 00
exp(x) and F PT

exp (x). Note that
the fusion functions F 00(x) and F PT(x) have very different
meanings as discussed below.

In the present paper, the investigated nuclear structure
property is the low breakup threshold of 7Li. Since we chose
targets that do not have excited states strongly coupled to
the elastic channel, the CF fusion functions may be directly
compared with the UFF. As the potential VPT completely
ignores the cluster structure of the projectile and its binding
energy, comparisons of F PT

th (x) and of F PT
exp (x) with the UFF

give the global influence of the low binding on the theoretical
and on the experimental CF cross sections, respectively. That
is, they measure the net result of the competition between
the barrier lowering enhancement and the breakup coupling
suppression on CF. On the other hand, comparisons of F 00

th
and F 00

exp with the UFF give a different piece of information.
Since V00 takes into account the long tail of the 7Li density, the

FIG. 13. Theoretical fusion functions F 00
th [panel (a)] and F PT

th
[panel (b)] in collisions of 7Li with the 209Bi, 197Au, 124Sn, and 198Pt
targets. See the text for details.

static effects associated with the barrier lowering are canceled
in these fusion functions. Therefore, their comparisons with
the UFF measure exclusively the influence of couplings with
the breakup channel.

Figure 13 shows the theoretical fusion functions for the
systems studied here. Since we are interested in the suppres-
sion at above-barrier energies, the plots are shown only on a
linear scale. First, one notes that both the F 00

th and the F PT
th

fusion functions are nearly system independent. The lines for
the different targets can hardly be distinguished from each
other. To very good approximations, one can write

F 00
th (x) # 0.58 $ F0(x); F PT

th (x) # 0.67 $ F0(x), (53)

where F0(x) is the universal fusion function of Eq. (52). The
above equation indicates that F 00

th and F PT
th are suppressed with

respect to the UFF by 42 and 33%, respectively.
Figure 14 shows the experimental fusion functions cor-

responding to the theoretical curves of the previous figure.
The dotted lines represent the predictions of our theory for
the two fusion functions within the 0.67F0(x) and 0.58F0(x)
approximations. Clearly the data follow very closely the be-
havior predicted by the theory except por a few data points
that present small fluctuations around the dotted lines. Usu-
ally, CF suppression factors are obtained comparing the data
with predictions of barrier penetration models (or results
of one-channel calculations), based on projectile-target po-
tentials that ignore the low breakup threshold. Thus, they
should be compared with suppression factors extracted from
F PT

exp . Dasgupta and co-workers [6,7] studied the 7Li + 209Bi
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FIG. 16. ICFt and ICF! cross sections for the 7Li + 197Au system
calculated by our method, in comparison to the data of Palshetkar
et al. [20,47].

dominant, but the ICF! component is appreciable. At above
barrier energies, "ICF!

is about 50% of "ICFt .

2. 7Li + 197Au

Figure 16 shows the "ICFt (green dashed line) and "ICF!

(blue dotted line) cross sections for the 7Li + 197Au system,
calculated by our method. The results are compared to the
experimental cross sections of Palshetkar et al. [20,47], mea-
sured by the # -ray spectroscopy method (in and off beam).
Note that in this experiment, it was possible to determine
individual cross sections for each ICF process. Inspecting
the figure, we conclude that the "ICFt cross section predicted
by our method reproduces very well the data except for the
data point at Ec.m. ! 31 MeV, which is !30% larger than the
theoretical prediction.

On the other hand, the theoretical predictions for "ICF!
are

well above the data except for the data point at the highest
energy where the difference between the two cross sections is
small. Note that the "ICF!

/"ICFt ratio at above-barrier energies
predicted by our method is on the order of 50%, similar to the
7Li + 209Bi system. The origin of the discrepancy between our
predictions for "ICF!

and the data are not clear to us. It calls
for further investigations.

3. 7Li + 124Sn

Figure 17 shows "ICFt and "ICF!
cross sections calculated

by our method for the 7Li + 124Sn system. The notation of the
curves is the same as in the previous figure. Our results are

FIG. 17. Same as the previous figure, but now the system is
7Li + 124Sn, and the data are from Parkar et al. [19].

compared to the experimental "ICFt and "ICF!
cross sections

of Parkar et al. [19], also measured by the # -ray spectroscopy
method (in and off beam). The situation is very similar to
that observed for the previous system. The "ICFt cross section
predicted by our method is in excellent agreement with the
data, whereas our predictions for "ICF!

are much larger than
the data. At the highest energies of the experiment, the the-
oretical "ICF!

/"ICFt ratio is slightly above 50%, whereas the
experimental ratio is on the order of 10%.

4. 7Li + 198Pt

Figure 18 shows "ICFt and "ICF!
cross sections calculated

by our method for the 7Li + 198Pt system, in comparison with
the data of Shrivastava et al. [15]. Again, the experiment used
the # -ray spectroscopy method and was able to measure indi-
vidual cross sections for the two ICF processes. The situation
is similar to those observed for the 197Au and 124Sn targets.
The theoretical predictions for "ICFt are very close to the data,
whereas those for "ICF!

overpredict them. However, here there
is a difference. As in the case of CF, the theoretical cross
section at the lowest data point is much larger than the data.
This problem is related to the overprediction of CF at very low
energies for the system. We believe that it arises from the long
tail of the imaginary potential in the CDCC calculations, but
this requires further investigation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We gave a detailed presentation of the new method intro-
duced in a previous paper [39] to evaluate CF and ICF cross
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FIG. 18. Same as the previous figure, but now the system is
7Li + 198Pt, and the data are from Shrivastava et al. [15].

sections in collisions of weakly bound projectiles. Our method
has the advantages of fully accounting for the influence of
continuum wave functions on the fusion processes and of
being applicable to any weakly bound projectile that breaks
up into two fragments. The method was used to evaluate CF
and ICF cross sections in collisions of 7Li with several targets,
and the results were compared with the available data.

At near-barrier and above-barrier energies, the agreement
between our theoretical CF cross section and the data is ex-
cellent. However, at energies well below the Coulomb barrier,
our cross section overestimates the data. We have shown that
this is a consequence of the long tail of the imaginary potential
evaluated within the FRESCO code. In this energy region, this
tail leads to absorption beyond the radius of the Coulomb
barrier, which does not represent fusion. This problem is
more serious in collisions of projectiles with lower binding
energies, such as 6Li, and this situation is still much worse for
projectiles far from stability, such as 8B or 11Li. Presently, a
correction of this problem is under way.

The situation for ICF cross sections is more complex. In
the case of the 7Li + 209Bi system, our ICF cross section was
compared with the experimental results of Dasgupta and co-
workers [6,7], obtained through !-particle measurements. At
low energies, the agreement between theory and experiment
is excellent. At Ec.m. ! 35 MeV, the theoretical cross section
overpredicts the data, but this may be due, at least, in part,
to missing contributions from the long-lived 209Po isotope,
which becomes important in this energy region. The theoreti-
cal ICF cross sections for the 197Au, 124Sn, and 198Pt targets

were compared with experimental cross sections measured by
the " -ray spectroscopy method (in and off beam). In this case,
there are individual data for the ICFt and ICF! processes. We
found that our theory reproduces the ICFt data with high accu-
racy, but it systematically overpredicts #ICF!

. This discrepancy
deserves further investigations.

The method of the present paper can be extended in several
directions. One could, for example, include target excitations
or even study collisions of projectiles, such as 9Be or 11Li,
which break up into three fragments. Modifying our code to
handle these problems would be straightforward. However, it
uses radial wave functions extracted from FRESCO. Then, it
would be necessary to modify the form factors in the CDCC
equations, so as to include the influence of the new degrees
of freedom. This is a hard task because the form factors are
evaluated within the FRESCO. The implementations of these
extensions are in progress.
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APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF THE
ABSORPTION PROBABILITY

In this Appendix we evaluate the probabilities P(i)
B (J ) and

P(i)
C (J ) of Sec. II. We consider the collision of a projectile

formed by two fragments, one with spin zero and the other
with s on a spinless target. In this case, the contribution from
the absorption of fragment ci to the TF cross section is given
by the expression,

# (i)
TF = K

E
(2$ )3

(2 j0 + 1)

!

%0

"
& (+)

kjo%o

##W (i)
##& (+)

k jo%o

$
, (A1)

where & (+)
k jo%o

is the scattering wave function for a colli-
sion with wave-vector k, initiated with intrinsic angular
momentum j0 and z-component %0. In this equation, the nor-
malization constant of Eq. (5) was set as A = (2$ )!3/2.

The angular momentum projected scattering wave function
is obtained coupling the intrinsic angular momentum (j!) with
the orbital angular momentum of the projectile-target motion
(L). It is given by [40]

& (+)
k jo%o

(R, r) = 1
(2$ )3/2

!

!JLL0

U J
!L,0L0

(K!, R)

KR
ei#L0

"
%

4$ (2L0 + 1)#J%0|L00 j0%0$YJ%0
!L (R̂, r),

(A2)

where U J
!L,0L0

(k!, R) are the solutions of the radial equa-
tion and YJM

!L (R̂, r) are the spin-channel wave functions (in
the present case, the intrinsic coordinates r are simply the
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TABLE II. Experimental and theoretical energies and widths of
the main resonances of 6Li (taken from Ref. [44]). The theoretical
values were calculated with the parameters of the previous table.

l j! E th
res "th

res E exp
res "exp

res

2 3+ 0.717 0.020 0.716 0.024
2 2+ 3.14 1.88 2.84 1.7
2 1+ 4.06 3.5 4.18 1.5

Fig. 2. With this mesh and cutoff parameters (#max, jmax, and
lmax), we got very good convergence in all calculations in the
present paper.

2. The real projectile-target interaction

The standard procedure in CDCC calculations is to write
the real part of the projectile-target potential as a sum of
interactions between the clusters c1 and c2 with the target.
That is,

V (R, r) = V (1T)(r1) + V (2T)(r2). (14)

The off-diagonal matrix elements of this potential couple
the elastic channel to the continuum, and the continuum
discretized states among themselves. On the other hand, its
diagonal matrix elements are the real potentials in the channel
Hamiltonians, on the left-hand side of Eqs. (6) and (7). In
particular,

V00(R) =
!

d3r |$0(r)|2 [V (1T)(r1) + V (2T)(r2)], (15)

where r1 and r2 are related with R and r by Eq. (1), is the
real potential in the elastic channel, which determines the
Coulomb barrier. Throughout the present paper, we adopt

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the discretization mesh used
in our calculations. The resonances of Table II are also indicated
(blue curves).

TABLE III. Barrier radii (R00
B ), curvature parameters (h̄%00), and

heights (V 00
B ) of V 00

B (R) and barrier heights of VPT (R) (V PT0
B ), for the

6Li + 124Sn, 6Li + 197Au, 6Li + 198Pt, and 6Li + 209Bi systems. The
last line shows the reduction of the barrier height due to the low
breakup threshold of 6Li.

Target 124Sn 197Au 198Pt 209Bi

R00
B (fm) 10.8 11.6 11.7 11.7

h̄%00 (fm) 3.6 4.2 4.2 4.3
V 00

B (MeV) 18.4 27.1 26.7 28.2
V PT

B (MeV) 19.7 28.8 28.4 29.9
&VB (MeV) 1.3 1.7 1.7 1.7

the São Paulo potential [61,62] (SPP) for the real part of
the nuclear interactions between the clusters and the target.
For the Coulomb interaction, we adopt the usual proce-
dure in nucleus-nucleus collisions, used, for example, in
Refs. [48,49].

Owing to the low breakup threshold of the projectile, the
wave function $0 has a long tail. For this reason, the barriers
of V00(R), denoted by V 00

B , are systematically lower than those
of the SPP between the projectile and the target, neglecting
the cluster structure. The latter potential and its Coulomb
barrier are denoted by VPT (R) and V PT

B , respectively. The
barrier lowering effect arising from the low breakup threshold
is illustrated in Table III, for several targets. It shows V 00

B ,
V PT

B , and the reduction of the barrier height due to the cluster
structure of the projectile (the static effect of the low breakup
threshold), &VB. For the three heaviest targets, which are very
similar, one finds &VB = 1.7 MeV. For the lighter 124Sn target,
the reduction is 0.4 MeV lower. The table shows also the
radius and curvature parameters of the parabolic expansion
of V00(R), denoted by R00

B and h̄%00.
The influence of the barrier lowering on fusion is illus-

trated in Table IV, where we show fusion cross sections of
one-channel calculations with the two real potentials, with
short-range absorption. In both calculations, the imaginary
potential is represented by a negative Woods-Saxon function
with strength W0 = 50 MeV, radius parameter rw = 1.0 fm,
and diffusivity aw = 0.2 fm. The targets are the same of the
previous table. In each case, the cross sections are calculated
at the collision energy Ec.m. = V 00

B + 10 MeV. One concludes
that the reduction of the Coulomb barrier enhances the fusion
cross sections by !30%.

a. Bound-continuum couplings. The continuum discretized
bins, |$n), are linear combinations of scattering states of the
clusters c1 and c2. However, the cluster state |$0) is just an

TABLE IV. Cross sections of one-channel calculations with V00

('00) and VPT ('PT ). For each system, the cross section is evaluated
at the collision energy Ec.m. = V 00

B + 10 MeV.

Target 124Sn 197Au 198Pt 209Bi

'00 (mb) 1244 1094 1106 1136
'PT (mb) 964 815 931 830
'00/'PT 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.4
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the real part of the projectile-target potential as a sum of
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B ), for the

6Li + 124Sn, 6Li + 197Au, 6Li + 198Pt, and 6Li + 209Bi systems. The
last line shows the reduction of the barrier height due to the low
breakup threshold of 6Li.
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the São Paulo potential [61,62] (SPP) for the real part of
the nuclear interactions between the clusters and the target.
For the Coulomb interaction, we adopt the usual proce-
dure in nucleus-nucleus collisions, used, for example, in
Refs. [48,49].

Owing to the low breakup threshold of the projectile, the
wave function $0 has a long tail. For this reason, the barriers
of V00(R), denoted by V 00

B , are systematically lower than those
of the SPP between the projectile and the target, neglecting
the cluster structure. The latter potential and its Coulomb
barrier are denoted by VPT (R) and V PT

B , respectively. The
barrier lowering effect arising from the low breakup threshold
is illustrated in Table III, for several targets. It shows V 00

B ,
V PT

B , and the reduction of the barrier height due to the cluster
structure of the projectile (the static effect of the low breakup
threshold), &VB. For the three heaviest targets, which are very
similar, one finds &VB = 1.7 MeV. For the lighter 124Sn target,
the reduction is 0.4 MeV lower. The table shows also the
radius and curvature parameters of the parabolic expansion
of V00(R), denoted by R00

B and h̄%00.
The influence of the barrier lowering on fusion is illus-

trated in Table IV, where we show fusion cross sections of
one-channel calculations with the two real potentials, with
short-range absorption. In both calculations, the imaginary
potential is represented by a negative Woods-Saxon function
with strength W0 = 50 MeV, radius parameter rw = 1.0 fm,
and diffusivity aw = 0.2 fm. The targets are the same of the
previous table. In each case, the cross sections are calculated
at the collision energy Ec.m. = V 00

B + 10 MeV. One concludes
that the reduction of the Coulomb barrier enhances the fusion
cross sections by !30%.

a. Bound-continuum couplings. The continuum discretized
bins, |$n), are linear combinations of scattering states of the
clusters c1 and c2. However, the cluster state |$0) is just an

TABLE IV. Cross sections of one-channel calculations with V00

('00) and VPT ('PT ). For each system, the cross section is evaluated
at the collision energy Ec.m. = V 00

B + 10 MeV.
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FIG. 5. Theoretical CF cross section in collisions of 6Li with several heavy targets. The cross sections calculated by our model are compared
with the data of Refs. [77] (6Li + 124Sn), [25] (6Li + 197Au), [21] (6Li + 198Pt), and [11,12] (6Li + 209Bi).

that the overall agreement between theory and experiment
is reasonably good. A detailed discussion of each system is
presented below.

The ICF and TF cross sections for the 6Li + 124Sn system
are shown in Figs. 6(a) (linear scale) and 6(b) (logarithmic
scale). First, we notice that the theoretical ICF and TF cross
sections are essentially the same at energies well below the
Coulomb barrier. The reason is that in this region the fusion
cross section is completely dominated by ICFd . Owing to its

low mass, the transmission coefficient for this cluster to reach
the strong absorption region is much larger than those for the
heavier ! cluster or the whole projectile.

The theoretical cross sections are compared with the data
of Parkar et al. [77], obtained by on-line and off-line " -ray
detection techniques. The authors measured ICFd and ICF!

cross sections for several collision energies, but in two dif-
ferent experiments. Then, the beam energies were not always
the same. In this way, the ICF cross section (sum of ICFd and
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FIG. 6. Same as the previous figure but for TF and ICF cross sections. The data were extracted from the same references of the previous
figure.

ICF!) was not available at energies where only one of the ICF
processes has been measured. For this reason, only three data
points could be included in Fig. 6. The agreement between
theory and experiment is good at the two lowest energies, but
the theoretical prediction at the highest energy is larger than
the experimental values.

The ICF and TF cross sections for the 6Li + 197Au are
shown in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d). The cross sections calculated by

our model are compared to the data of Palshetkar et al. [25],
obtained by on-line and off-line " -ray detection techniques.
As in the case of 6Li + 124Sn, the ICFd and ICF! cross sec-
tions were determined in two different experiments. Then, the
figure includes only experimental cross sections at energies
where both ICFd and ICF! cross sections have been mea-
sured. The agreement between theory and experiment is very
good, except for the two data points with the lowest energies.

054601-10
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For 6Li +209Bi experimental data
are lower bund only.

6Li + 198Pt are underpredicted 
below VB … why?
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FIG. 7. d-capture cross sections for the collisions of 6Li with (a) 197Au, (b) 198Pt, (c) 124Sn, and (d) 124Sn targets. The figure shows
theoretical ICFd and sequential d-transfer cross sections, as well as the sum of the two (the d-capture cross section), in comparison to the
data of Refs. [11,12,21,25,77]. For each system, the sub-barrier and above-barrier regions are separated by a thin vertical line. See the text for
details.

conditions for proton transfer in the intermediate partition
are much more favorable than in the initial partition. For the
6Li + 197Au system, the Q value for the direct stripping of a
proton is 2.67 MeV, whereas the Q value for the transition
from the intermediate partition ([5Li, 198Au]) to the final par-
tition ([4He, 199Hg]) is 9.22 MeV. This difference is of great
importance, since it is well known that cross sections for trans-
fer of a charged particle are strongly enhanced by a high Q
value [91,92]. The situation for the 6Li + 198Pt system is very
similar. In this case, the corresponding Q values are 2.045 and
9.11 MeV. To check the importance of the above discussed
process, we performed CRC calculations of d-transfer cross
sections for the 6Li + 197Au and 6Li + 198Pt systems. In the
intermediate partition, we considered states of the (n + T )
nucleus with excitation energies up to 1 MeV. To keep the
numerical calculations feasible, the number of states in the
final partition was reduced to 14. The imaginary part of the
optical potential in the intermediate partition was given by
Eq. (41), with ! = 0.78.

Figure 7 shows results of our calculations for the
6Li + 197Au [Fig. 7(a)] and 6Li + 198Pt [Fig. 7(b)] systems.
The green dotted lines and the red dashed lines are the the-
oretical cross sections for sequential d transfer and for ICFd ,
respectively. The black solid line is the sum of the two, rep-
resenting an estimate of the d-capture cross section. Since the
experiments cannot distinguish the two reaction mechanisms,
the data should be compared to the black solid line. However,
we should have in mind that this sum is just a rough estimate
of what would be obtained in a realistic calculation involving
breakup and transfer channels simultaneously (which could

not be performed with the available computer resources). The
situations for the two systems are very similar. At energies
well below the Coulomb barrier, the d-transfer cross sec-
tion is very important, and when it is added to the ICFd
cross section the theoretical predictions are consistent with the
data. On the other hand, the importance of the contribution
from this process to the theoretical d-capture cross section
decreases with the collision energy, becoming irrelevant above
the Coulomb barrier. Thus, it is very likely that the difference
between the predicted ICF cross section and the low-energy
data arises from stripping reactions that contribute to the mea-
sured cross sections.

The above discussion of contributions from transfer pro-
cesses to the measured d-capture cross section was based on
the 6Li + 197Au and 6Li + 198Pt systems, where our model
underestimates the data at sub-barrier energies. However,
transfer processes could also contribute to the d-capture cross
sections of the 6Li + 124Sn and 6Li + 209Bi systems. To check
this possibility, we carried out similar CRC calculations for
these systems. As for the 6Li + 197Au and 6Li + 198Pt reac-
tions, the p transfer and the d transfer were found to be
extremely small. The contribution from sequential d transfer
starting by proton transfer was also negligible. The reasons
were the same as explained above for the 6Li + 197Au and
6Li + 198Pt systems. Then, the only relevant process was the
sequential d transfer consisting of a n transfer followed by a
p transfer.

Figure 7 shows results of our calculations for the
6Li + 124Sn [Fig. 7(c)] and 6Li + 209Bi [Fig. 7(d)] systems.
One observes that the d-transfer cross sections are very

054601-12
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FIG. 8. Theoretical and experimental ICFd and ICF! cross sections in collisions of 6Li with 124Sn, 197Au, 198Pt, and 209Bi targets. The
data are from Refs. [11,12,21,25,77]. In the cases of 197Au and 198Pt, "ICFd is replaced by the d-capture cross section, which includes also the
contribution from the sequential d transfer.

that the São Paulo potential leads to a realistic Coulomb
barrier.

The ICF and TF cross sections calculated by our model
were in reasonable agreement with the data, except for the
data points of the 6Li + 197Au and 6Li + 198Pt systems at ener-
gies well below the Coulomb barrier. In these cases, our model
underpredicted the experimental cross sections. However, we
have shown that these discrepancies can be traced back to con-
tributions from sequential strippings of the projectile, which

lead to the same nucleus as in the ICFd process. We remark
that ICF data for the systems studied in the present paper
are scarce in the literature. In collisions with 198Pt, only the
ICFd cross section has been measured, and in the case of
209Bi only lower bounds to the ICF cross section have been
reported.

We have investigated also the contributions from the ICFd
and ICF! processes to the ICF cross sections. We concluded
that the theoretical ICFd cross section is systematically higher

054601-14

ICF: theory versus experiment

ICFd very well described

ICFa overpredicted. Why? 
Problem of the theory, of the data?????



Conclusions

• We have proposed a new quantum mechanical method to evaluate CF 
and ICF in collisions of weakly bound nuclei

• The method was applied to the 6,7Li + heavy target system and the 
results were compared with the data.

• Considering that our calculations use standard interaction and have no 
free parameters, the agreement between theory and experiment is 

excellent

• Calculations of other systems are in progress
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Future plans

50

• Study other systems (6,7Li on medium mass targets)

• Include target excitation (important in fusion of deformed targets)*

• Include core-excitations*

• Extension to 4-body CDCC (ex: 9Be collisions)*

• Include transfer channels ??????

• Include BU triggered by transfer ?????

* Requires another version of the CDCC code

J. Lubian FRIB2022, 9 -20 May, MSU-USA
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ICF of the 10Be represents less than 30%
Ref. Nucl. Phys. A 735 (2004) 329-344

Single particle calculations overestimate
the strength of the B(E1; 1/2- 1/2+). So,
SA = 0.66 was considered for the ground
state of the 11Be(10Be+n) nucleus.

Preliminary	results	for	neutron	halo	nuclei

11Be = 10Be+n      (0.502 MeV)



BE of the 6He(4He+2n) nucleus was increased from -
0.97 MeV to -1.6 MeV to obtain the wave function of
the ground state of the 6He nucleus which reproduces
correctly the RMS of the nucleus is its ground state.
Besides that, in this approach, the wave function for
the g.s. state of the 6He is consistent to that obtained
in 4-body CDCC calculations.

A. M. Moro et al. Phys. Rev. C 75, 064607 (2007)

SA = 0.7 (used in our calculations)

6He = a + 2n       (0.973 MeV)



The contribution of the 2n-transfer is
relevant at energies below the Coulomb
barrier. No enhancement of fusion
probability by the neutron halo of 6He.

Raabe, R., Sida, J., Charvet, J. et al. Nature
431, 823–826 (2004)

SA = 0.7 (used in our calculations)



No data are avaible for this system.

SA = 0.66 (used in our calculations)
This SA was used follwing the same appoach
used for the 6He



Thank	you		J
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